THE ERASMUS MUNDUS JOINT MASTER PROGRAM IN ASTROPHYSICS AND SPACE SCIENCE-MASS IS JOINTLY DELIVERED BY A CONSORTIUM OF FOUR UNIVERSITIES: ROME “TOR VERGATA” BELGRADE BREMEN CÔTE D’AZUR.

MASS ALLOWS ITS STUDENTS TO MOVE AMONG THE FOUR CONSORTIUM UNIVERSITIES TO BE EXPOSED TO THE THEORETICAL ASPECTS OF MODERN ASTROPHYSICS, TO THE KNOWLEDGE/USE OF OBSERVATIONAL FACILITIES AND/OR TO THE DATA REDUCTION AND SCIENCE EXPLOITATION OF BIG DATA SETS COMING FROM CURRENT/FORTHCOMING GROUND-BASED OR SPACE-BORNE EXPERIMENTS.

CALL FOR APPLICATIONS: To be issued on October 17th, 2023 with application deadline on February 15th, 2024

COURSE START: The 3rd Edition will start in September 2024.

WWW.MASTER-MASS.EU

INFO@MASTER-MASS.EU
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